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Ferroelectrics possess spontaneous electric polarization at macroscopic scales which nonetheless imposes
strict limitations on the material classes. Recent discoveries of untraditional symmetry-breaking phenomena in
reduced material dimensions have indicated feasibilities to extend polar properties to broader types of materials,
potentially opening up the freedom for designing materials with hybrid functionalities. Here, we report the unusual
electromechanical properties of La2Mo2O9 (LAMOX) oxygen ion conductors, systematically investigated at
both bulk and surface length levels. We first observed giant electrostriction effects in La2Mo2O9 bulk ceramics
that are thermally enhanced in concert with their low-energy oxygen-vacancy hopping dynamics. Moreover,
while no clear bulk polarization was detected, the surface phases of LAMOX were found to be manifestly
polar, likely originating from the coupling between the intrinsic structural flexibilities with strain gradients (i.e.,
flexoelectricity) and/or chemical heterogeneities present in the materials. These findings identify La2Mo2O9 as a
promising electromechanical material system and suggest that the flexible structural and chemical configurations
in ionically active materials could enable fundamentally different venues to accommodate electric polarization.
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Electromechanical materials used in modern actuating and
sensing technologies have been dominated by ferroelectrics,
whose spontaneous polarization generates linear-in-electric
field strains; sometimes, the quadratic-in-field electrostriction
effect is also utilized based on relaxors, akin to ferroelectrics
[1–3]. Traditionally, ferroelectric polarization is understood
as bulk phenomena restricted to noncentrosymmetric crystal
structures. Recent material explorations have revealed in-
triguing polar phenomena in (bulk) centrosymmetric crystals
under varying electromechanical and chemical boundary con-
ditions. Of note are the recent reports of surface polar phases
in paraelectric oxides including SrTiO3, TiO2, BiVO4, and
WO3 [4–10], in the presence or absence of incipient polar
instabilities. Despite the dearth of quantitative information on
its strength and spatial extent, surface polarization in these
materials has been shown to nontrivially influence other func-
tionalities ranging from modulating electronic conductance
[6,7] to enhancing photochemical reactivity [9,10]. While the
unearthing of untraditional polar phenomena potentially has
significant technological impact, elucidating their underlying
mechanisms remains an active field of research. Most notably,
mechanisms mediated by strain gradients (namely, flexoelec-
tricty [11–13]) and chemical defects [5,8] have been proposed
and extensively investigated. In this context, exploring the
presence of surface polarization within the broader range of
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materials that are bulk paraelectrics, yet with a propensity to
naturally host both strain and/or composition gradients, could
shed invaluable information on the coupling behaviors between
electric polarization and a system’s structural, chemical, or
electronic configurations [14].

La2Mo2O9 and its derivatives (LAMOX) comprise a new
family of oxygen ion conductors which contain intrinsic O
vacancies without relying on aliovalent doping [15–19]. As
shown in Fig. 1(a), the high-temperature β phase (P 213
space group) has three unique O sites with the O2 and O3
sites partially occupied, leading to two O vacancies per unit
cell and varying Mo coordination polyhedra. These structural
characteristics of LAMOX are believed to host O-vacancy
hopping mechanisms with very low activation energy barriers
[16,17]. Pure LAMOX undergoes a ferroelastic phase transi-
tion at ∼853 K and the resultant α phase (P 21 space group)
develops a 2 × 3 × 4 superstructure with a long-range-ordered
O sublattice [18]. Per these reported crystal structures, both
phases are noncentrosymmetric, thus allowing piezoelectricity
and the α phase can also be ferroelectric. However, theoretical
analyses or first-principles calculations of the spontaneous
polarization in the latter are hindered by its large unit cell
containing 312 unique atoms [18], further complicated by the
inherent propensity for O ion delocalization and local structure
formation.

Here, we report on the unusual electromechanical behavior
of LAMOX based on comprehensive structure and property
characterizations. These materials are found to exhibit giant
bulk electrostriction effects that can be enhanced at elevated
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structures of m/c-LAMOX, viewed along the [100]C axis; note that their unit cells are not drawn in scale with the real
lengths. (b) Typical P/S-E hysteresis loops of m-LAMOX, measured using a 10 Hz triangular wave form at 300 K, along with the quadratic
fitting to the S-E loop. (c) S-E loops of m-LAMOX measured during heating; the inset shows the peak-to-tip strain value as a function of
temperature. (d) Selected single-cycle total switching current loops of m-LAMOX, simultaneously measured with the strain loops in (c).

temperatures. It is further revealed that, despite the absence of
measurable bulk polarization, the surface phases of LAMOX
are manifestly polar and piezoelectric with grain/twin con-
trasts. All these results exhibit a compelling correlation with
the oxygen vacancy configurations and hopping dynamics of
the system and imply their inherent couplings. This Rapid
Communication thus not only identifies a material family
with hybrid electromechanical functionalities, but may suggest
different routes to modulate polarization at meso/nanoscales in
ionically active materials.

The materials studied are pure La2Mo2O9 (monoclinic,
hereafter denoted as m-LAMOX) and La2MoWO9 (cubic,
c-LAMOX) in the form of polycrystalline ceramics; the latter
was chosen as a proxy for the high-temperature β phase
given that the isovalent W doping can suppress the β-α
phase transition [19]. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman
spectroscopy confirm that m-LAMOX has a more distorted
lattice symmetry than c-LAMOX as well as the occurrence
of superstructures (see Fig. S1 in the Supplemental Material
[20]). Figure 1(b) illustrates typical bulk polarization and strain
versus electric field (P/S-E) loops measured for m-LAMOX
at ∼300 K. The P -E loops are linear and essentially hysteresis

free, indicating ideal dielectric behavior with a relative
permittivity ε ∼ 28 and absence of switchable polarization
under an E field of 100 kV cm−1. Correspondingly, the S-E
loops exhibit a quadratic relationship between the longitudinal
strain (note the negative sign) and applied E field due to
an electrostriction effect. Fitting the measured strains to the
quadratic model (see the Methods section in the Supplemental
Material [20]) yields a longitudinal electrostriction coefficient
M ∼ −1.5 × 10−18 m2 V−2 or Q ∼ 20 m4 C−2 as well as a
negligible piezoelectric coefficient d ∼ 0.03 pm V−1. This
again implies that no appreciable spontaneous polarization (Ps )
is present in bulkm-LAMOX, since otherwise it would produce
a linear strain response in proportion to 2εQPsE [3]. For
c-LAMOX, similar P/S-E loop behavior was observed with a
higher εr ∼ 48 and slightly lower M ∼ −1.3 × 10−18 m2 V−2

[Figs. S2(a) and S2(b) [20]]. These electrostriction coefficients
of LAMOX are in the same order of magnitude as those
recently reported for doped CeO2 and δ-Bi2O3 O ion
conductors [21–23] and much larger than most other
inorganic solids, for example, M ∼ 10−22 m2 V−2 of SiO2

and Q ∼ 10−2 m4 C−2 of Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3, a classical
electrostrictor [2].
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic for the in situ high-energy XRD setup. (b), (c) The eigenvectors and (d), (e) loadings of the second principal components
of the diffraction patterns measured along the (b), (d) parallel-to-field and (c), (e) transverse-to-field directions. Also shown in (d) and (e) are
the absolute lattice strains at the highest E field (slightly offset for clarity) relative to zero field. These strains were calculated from fittings to
selected Bragg peaks as labeled with the cubic phase indices, and the error bars denote the fitting uncertainties.

We then performed heating P/S-E loop measurements up
to ∼473 K. Figure 1(c) shows the S-E loops of m-LAMOX
for selected temperatures and the peak-to-tip values of E-
field-induced strains compiled from all the loops (see the
inset). The parabola, no-hysteresis loop characters appear to be
largely unaltered by heating, with only the loops at the highest
temperatures becoming slightly straight. More remarkably, the
measured strain response increases steadily above ∼370 K
and reaches a maximum value of ∼0.05% at 443 K. This
latter strain, generated by the quadratic coupling effect under
∼120 kV cm−1, equates to a linearized coupling effect with a
sizable coefficient of −40 pm V−1. With increasing tempera-
ture, the corresponding P -E loops exhibit a larger in-phase
resistive (versus capacitive) component, which starts to dom-
inate the total switching current at ∼423 K [Fig. 1(d)]. Note
that the strain response is still observed to increase somewhat
above 423 K. At present, the exact mechanistic relationship
between the conducting current and electrostrictive strain is
unclear; nonetheless, a significantly lossy behavior seen at 463
K may well relate to the onset of falling strain response therein.
Likewise, c-LAMOX also shows an increasing behavior in the
temperature-dependent P/S-E loops, albeit with a smaller and
more gradual increase in both measured strains and conducting
current (see Fig. S2 [20]).

We have confirmed the electrostriction response for m-
LAMOX at 300 K using in situ high-energy XRD [see
Fig. 2(a)]. Here, to quickly (while qualitatively) extract the
main trends of E-field-induced changes, we analyzed the
diffraction patterns using a statistical method, principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) [24]. In brief, PCA finds a set of
orthogonal, linearly uncorrelated eigenvectors or components
and decomposes the original data set onto those eigenvectors
in such a way that the resultant components are arranged
according to their variance or relative importance. The use of
PCA also virtually enhances the strain resolution (∼10−4) of
our instrument.

The acquired data set was found to contain two principal
components, the first one largely being due to the beam flux
fluctuations (see Fig. S3 [20]). The second eigenvectors show
systematical oscillations that correspond to differential inten-
sity signals due to lattice strains. As illustrated in Figs. 2(b)
and 2(c), these signals, for both parallel- and transverse-
to-field cases, consist of negative-to-positive transitions at
all reflections, meaning their peak shifts towards higher an-
gles, namely, lattice contraction. The loadings (weights) of
the second component, plotted as unipolar E-field loops in
Figs. 2(d) and 2(e), show monotonic increasing trends with
small hysteresis, well corroborating the measured (longitudi-
nal) bulk S-E loops. Note that the transverse-to-field direction
exhibits negative lattice strains as well, indicating negative
transverse electrostriction coefficients and thus a volumetric
field-induced contraction effect. The absolute lattice strains
are calculated to be ∼0.02% (longitudinal) at 115 kV cm−1

[overlaid on Figs. 2(d) and 2(e)], in quantitative agreement with
the aforementioned polycrystalline-averaged bulk strains.

To gain more insights into the bulk electromechanical
behavior of LAMOX, we resorted to two types of ultrasonic
elastic techniques (see the Methods section in the Supplemen-
tal Material for details [20]). The first is resonant piezoelectric
spectroscopy (RPS), which is highly sensitive to the presence
of electric polarization and has been used to probe polar twin
walls in nonpolar SrTiO3 and nanosized polar precursors in
the paraelectric phase of BaTiO3 [25,26]. Also, there is a
noteworthy difference between RPS and the P/S-E loops
in that the latter measurement only evaluates switchable po-
larization. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the acquired RPS spectra
of m-LAMOX only consist of a slowly-varying background
without any detectable first-harmonic resonance signals that
would arise from polarization in response to the ac excitation
electric fields. By contrast, c-LAMOX does show several traces
of weak resonance (indicated by the arrows) under the same
measuring conditions. Such results are rather unexpected and
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FIG. 3. (a) RPS frequency response spectra (portion) of m/c-
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The arrows denote the detected resonance peaks. (b) Temperature
evolution of the acoustic loss factor of m/c-LAMOX, derived by
Lorentzian fittings to the measured RUS resonance peaks. The dashed
line denotes the strong-loss regime, where a reliable determination of
the loss factor was unfeasible. The shadow lines are a guide to eye.

contradictory to their average crystal structure symmetries;
c-LAMOX belongs to a nonpolar space group and is evidently
less distorted than m-LAMOX in the bulk phase. Therefore,
RPS confirms the otherwise nonpolar bulk nature of both
m/c-LAMOX while suggesting the likely presence of localized
polarization unrestricted by the average crystal structures.

The other ultrasonic method, resonant ultrasound spec-
troscopy (RUS), directly probes the (an)elasticity of LAMOX.
The anelastic behavior in oxygen ion conductors commonly
stems from the relaxation of elastic dipoles formed by O
vacancies and correlates with their O ion hopping dynamics
[27–29]. Figure 3(b) depicts the evolution of the acoustic
loss factor (fitted from the RUS resonance peaks; see the raw
spectra in Fig. S4 [20]) over a wide temperature range. Overall,
LAMOX shows complex anelastic behavior, as indicated by
the kinks at several temperatures, suggesting a cooperation of
multiple coexistent O-vacancy hopping processes. Focusing
on the same temperature interval as the P/S-E loops, an
onset of strong acoustic loss (which renders the resonance
peaks heavily damped) accompanied with elastic softening is
observed around ∼360 K in m-LAMOX, whereas a similar
onset appears to occur at least 100 K higher in c-LAMOX,
indicating a larger energy barrier to overcome. Note that such
a difference may corroborate previous studies which showed
suppressed ion migration activities by W doping [22] and

perhaps also our conducting current (P -E loop) results. The
onset temperature in the acoustic loss coincides well with the
observed enhancement of electrostrictive strain above ∼370 K
in m-LAMOX, which naturally points to a shared activa-
tion mechanism presumably associated with the low-energy
O-vacancy hopping processes.

These bulk measurement results raise questions about the
surface properties of LAMOX; in particular, the fact that
high-symmetry c-LAMOX shows finite RPS signals strongly
implies divergent electromechanical behavior in the surface
phases. To examine this over a length scale of a few tens
nanometers, piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) was per-
formed [30,31]. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the piezoresponse
images of m/c-LAMOX (amplitude and phase combined; note
the absence of 180◦-phase flips or sign changes) acquired using
the same calibrated PFM probe at ∼300 K. For both materials,
a small (∼0.5−3 pm/V) yet clearly distinguishable surface
piezoresponse can be quantitatively probed with contact-
resonance-enhanced PFM techniques [32]. The PFM image
of c-LAMOX exhibits a weak grain contrast in accordance
with the grain orientation map [Fig. 4(c)] obtained from site-
correlated electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD) mea-
surements. By contrast, the PFM image of m-LAMOX not
only shows this grain contrast [see the overlaid grain contours
in Fig. 4(a)], but, more strikingly, reveals a wealth of subgrain
features that are entirely absent on the EBSD orientation map
or topography (not shown). These features can be attributed to
the ferroelastic twin structure of m-LAMOX, which in princi-
ple can consist of six twin variants with the 〈001〉C-type (in the
cubic phase indices) spontaneous shear strains separated by the
{001}C-type twin walls. We have confirmed this twin structure
using full-field x-ray diffraction microscopy [33]. Figure 4(d)
illustrates the diffraction contrast of a grain that overall
satisfied the 021C Bragg conditions. Due to having different
lattice tilts/strains, various parts of the grain became optimally
aligned, thereby showing maximum intensities at different
rocking angles. These revealed subgrain structural features ex-
hibit close similarities with the piezoresponse domains in both
their lateral spatial extent and configurations across the grains.

The observation of a surface piezoresponse in LAMOX
per se is significant, given no linear response detected at the
bulk level. Here, the revealed twin/grain contrast provides the
means to distinguish various plausible PFM signal generation
mechanisms. First, it can be readily verified that the recorded
signals are electromechanical in nature with minimal electro-
static contribution [34], since the surface charge distribution on
both samples is featureless, as imaged by Kelvin probe force
microscopy [see Figs. S5(a) and S5(b) [20]]. We further probed
local elastic stiffness via atomic force acoustic microscopy
[35] and found only grain contrast but no twin contrast in
m-LAMOX [see Figs. S5(d) and S5(e) [20]], thus ruling out
contrast mechanisms arising from dissimilar elastic properties.
Moreover, the contribution of bulk piezoelectricity to the
PFM signals can be ruled out by analyzing their orientation
dependence. For simplicity, consider the case of c-LAMOX
whose P 213 symmetry only allows nonzero d14 coefficients,
resulting in a longitudinal piezoelectric effect that is maximum
along 〈111〉C and vanishes along 〈001〉C and 〈110〉C [see the
tensor surface in Fig. S5(f) [20]] [36]. The PFM signals are
generally known to correlate to the longitudinal piezoelectric
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FIG. 4. Typical PFM images of (a) m-LAMOX and (b) c-LAMOX acquired at 300 K. (c) EBSD orientation map of c-LAMOX from the
same site as (b). Grains marked as A, B, and C correspond to surface normal orientations close to 〈001〉C , 〈110〉C , and 〈111〉C , respectively.
The EBSD-derived grain-boundary contour of m-LAMOX is overlaid in (a). (d) Selected full-field x-ray diffraction microscopy images of a
single m-LAMOX grain, taken at different ω rocking angles based on the 021C Bragg condition. The dashed lines indicate the projected grain
boundary. The scale bar is 1 μm in (a), (d) and 5 μm in (b), (c). (e) Histograms of the 1ω and 2ω piezoresponse images, measured at the same
regions in m/c-LAMOX.

effect and thus should follow its orientation dependence if
such an effect were dominant. Instead, minimal piezoresponse
variations exist on c-LAMOX grains with (close to) the above
special orientations [see grains A, B, and C in Fig. 4(c);
cf. Fig. 4(b)]. In essence, PFM confirms that LAMOX has
negligibly small bulk piezoelectricity, in corroboration with
the S-E loop results.

All the above results consistently point to the fact that
the surfaces of our LAMOX materials are polar to a certain
extent. The occurrence of surface spontaneous polarization
(P S

s ) couples with electrostriction, thereby generating a linear
response with a coefficient of 2εQP S

s , as detected by standard
first-harmonic (1ω) PFM. The collective response of these
polar surface phases over the whole m/c-LAMOX samples
also appears to be the most likely origin of the acquired RPS
signals. From an average piezoresponse of a few pm V−1, P S

s

can be estimated to be around 0.1−1 mC m−2 (ε and Q are
known). Besides, as with the bulk S-E loop measurements,
the quadratic electrostriction coupling component Q(εE)2

can be detected in the form of second-harmonic (2ω) PFM
signals. Comparing the 1ω and 2ω piezoresponses thus can
factor out the dependence of Q and provide additional clues
about the magnitude of P S

s in LAMOX. Figure 4(e) shows the
histograms of the two types of PFM images acquired using the
same ac excitation voltages. For both materials, the 1ω and
2ω piezoresponses are quantitatively comparable, in marked
contrast with typical ferroelectrics which have 0.01−1 C m−2

bulk polarizations and accordingly exhibit a predominantly

linear response [37]. This comparison thus reinforces our
estimated value of the surface polarization.

Further evidence for the electrostrictive nature of the surface
piezoresponses in LAMOX is present in their temperature
behavior as measured by in situ heating PFM. Figure 5
shows the calibrated and spatially averaged piezoresponses for
m/c-LAMOX as a function of temperature. Compared with
traditional ferroelectrics including Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 and BiFeO3

[38], LAMOX exhibits a much more pronounced increase
in piezoresponse at elevated temperatures. Remarkably, this
increasing trend of m-LAMOX is found to consist of two
distinct regimes with a crossover occurring at ∼370 K, which
is consistent with both “transition temperatures” shown in the
S-E loop and RUS results. And again, c-LAMOX exhibits a
singular, slowly increasing trend over the same temperature
range. Hence these trends suggest that the observed piezore-
sponse enhancement is primarily due to the thermally enhanced
bulk electrostriction properties. Concomitant reconfigurations
of the surface polarization may also likely occur upon heating,
as reflected by the gradually weakened twin contrast [see
Fig. 5(a)]. Furthermore, we fit the acquired piezoresponse data
to the Arrhenius model [39], obtaining an activation energy
of ∼0.3 eV for the above-370-K regime of m-LAMOX and
∼0.1 eV for its low-temperature regime as well as the whole
range measured for c-LAMOX. These values fall well within
the theoretical and x-ray diffraction-derived energy scales for
the intra-MoOx polyhedra O-vacancy hopping barriers associ-
ated with the O2 and O3 sites (which are ∼0.15 and ∼0.57 eV,
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respectively [16,17]), thus implying the microscopic basis for
the electrostriction response.

The uncovering of giant electrostriction effects in LAMOX
illustrates the electromechanical properties of O ion con-
ductors that potentially rival known lead-free ferroelectric
systems [40], in resonance with Lubomirsky et al.’s recent
reports on doped CeO2 and δ-Bi2O3 [21,22]. These authors
proposed three guidelines for searching other materials: flu-
orite structure, the presence of O vacancies, and anelastic
behavior. Apparently, our results have expanded the material
structures while attesting to the latter two criteria. In light
of the mechanisms they proposed for ceria, we infer that
the electrostrictive coupling in LAMOX stems from a local
rearrangement of O-vacancy elastic dipoles under applied E

fields, which very likely hinges on the intra-MoOx hopping
processes. This mechanism is compellingly corroborated by
the multiple consistent thermal activation behaviors revealed
by several distinct techniques (S-E loop, RUS, and PFM).
The activated O-vacancy dynamics can facilitate the field-
induced elastic dipole rearrangement, leading to enhanced
strain couplings; however, in the overly activated regime (e.g.,
m-LAMOX at 463 K) the long-range, inter-MoOx migration
of O vacancies may become significant and adversely affect
the electrostriction properties. We anticipate more microscopic
insights to be gained in future studies incorporating local

probes, such as in situ extended x-ray absorption fine structure,
though invariably challenging due to the structural intricacies.

The polar surface phases in our LAMOX samples could
be of somewhat extrinsic structural origins. Flexoelectricity,
that is, strain-gradient-induced lattice symmetry breaking as
described by the constitutive equation P = εf ∂e/∂x (where
e is strain and f the flexocoupling coefficient), can be an
important polarization effect here. Given that f is typically
1–10 V for inorganic crystalline materials [13,24], we estimate
strain gradients ∼105−106 m−1 that would be responsible for
the 0.1−1 mC m−2 surface polarization as derived from the
PFM results. Such strain gradient levels can be reasonably
expected to develop along the surface depth profiles during the
fabrication processes [4,41]. Besides, the spontaneous strains
in m-LAMOX can only be partially relaxed towards the surface
[9,10], bringing in an additional source of strain gradient
that modulates the surface polarization and piezoresponse.
Another possible origin of polarization can arise from an
inhomogeneous distribution of O vacancies near the surface,
essentially a space-charge effect [39]. Still, this latter effect
can coact with flexoelectricity since lattice strains are usually
accompanied with defects in oxides [5]. In any case, the
high structural flexibilities of LAMOX may have provided the
key microscopic basis to host local structures that are more
polarized in the surface phase than the bulk average.

From a phenomenological viewpoint, enhancing electric
polarization via the strain gradient effect may provide a
practical approach to leverage the electrostriction properties
of LAMOX. This can be realized by using well-established
strain and interface-engineering thin-film techniques [42] (e.g.,
over 106 m−1 strain gradients obtained in BiFeO3 thin films
in Ref. [43]), and through reducing the dimensions of these
materials, a convergence in the bulk and surface electrome-
chanical response would result. Tuning the electrostriction and
polarization properties of LAMOX can also be envisaged by
using chemical doping routes to modify the oxygen-vacancy
configurations and hopping behaviors. Our findings thus sug-
gest that La2Mo2O9 and alike compounds comprise promising
types of electromechanical materials with the potential to host
large functional tunability and flexibility.
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